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The cost of reproduction: the devil in the details
Lawrence G. Harshman* and Anthony J. Zera
School of Biological Sciences, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE 68588, USA
*Corresponding author. Email: lharsh@unlserve.unl.edu

Abstract: The cost of reproduction is of fundamental importance in life-history evolution. However, our understanding
of its mechanistic basis has been limited by a lack of detailed functional information at all biological levels. Here, we
identify, evaluate and integrate recent studies in five areas examining the proximate mechanisms underlying the cost
of reproduction. Rather than being alternate explanations, hormonal regulation and intermediary metabolism act in
concert and have an overarching influence in shaping the cost of reproduction. Immune function is compromised
by reproduction, as is resistance to environmental stress. These studies not only provide new information about
mechanisms that comprise “the cost,” but also hint at an underlying evolutionarily conserved causal mechanism.

Introduction

Five components of the cost of reproduction

The demographic cost of reproduction, (i.e. decreased survival and future reproduction as a function of present reproduction), is a pivotal tradeoff around which life histories are
thought to evolve [1 & 2] and, owing to its fundamental importance, has been of interest to researchers from a variety of
biological fields [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, & 7]. The functional causes of
the cost have been a long-standing issue in evolutionary biology [4, 5, 8, & 9], and the traditional view is that internal
energy reserves are limited, thus giving rise to tradeoffs; in
particular, current reproduction reduces future reproduction
and survival. More recently, an alternate view has emerged,
in which “pleiotropic” effects of regulators cause the cost [7].
These opposing views highlight a major problem in the field,
namely the lack of detailed information about the proximate
mechanisms necessary to evaluate competing functional explanations of the demographic cost of reproduction.
Recently, there has been an increase in the number of studies investigating the proximate mechanisms underlying the
cost of reproduction. Here, we review what we consider to be
five areas in which significant information has been obtained
regarding these mechanisms: (i) hormonal regulation; (ii) intermediary metabolism and allocation; (iii) immune function;
(iv) reproductive proteins; and (v) defenses against stress and
toxicity. Regulation and metabolism are viewed as overarching factors that shape the cost of reproduction, whereas compromised immune function and decreased protection against
stress and toxicity are viewed as proximate effectors of the
cost. Much of this new information comes from studies on invertebrates, which are our primary focus here.

Hormonal regulation
Because of their many “pleiotropic” (i.e. multiple) effects,
hormones have long been thought to be key mediators of the
cost of reproduction and life-history tradeoffs [4, 5, 9, & 10].
Until recently, most endocrine work on life histories was vertebrate-based and focused on phenotypic associations between
reproductive hormone levels and various costs of reproduction, most notably reduced adult survivorship [4, 5, 9, 11, &
12]. Recent investigations using Drosophila mutations and artificial selection in wing-polymorphic crickets, such as Gryllus firmus, are now providing the first detailed information
about the evolutionary genetics of life-history tradeoffs. Three
hormone systems are the foci of these studies: (i) insulin signaling (Box 1 and Box 2); (ii) juvenile hormone (JH); and (iii)
ecdysteroid signaling, the latter two of which regulate many
aspects of reproduction.
Mutant Drosophila melanogaster (see Box 3 for a discussion of mutation analysis of the cost of reproduction) that
have reduced insulin signaling can be long-lived as well as
dwarf (about half their normal size) and female sterile [13 &
14]. In female flies, mutations in the gene encoding the Drosophila insulin receptor (DInR) result in a relatively low rate
of ecdysteroid release from the ovaries in vitro [15] and reduced JH biosynthesis in vitro compared with wild-type females [13]. Tatar et al. [13] concluded that defective insulin
signaling resulted in decreased JH biosynthesis and systemic JH titer, which, in turn, suppressed egg production and increased longevity. Low levels of JH biosynthesis in vitro were
also observed in individuals with a mutation in chico, a gene-
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Box 1. An introduction to insulin/insulin-like growth factor
signaling
Insulin/insulin-like growth factor signaling regulates many aspects
of intermediary metabolism in addition to processes ranging from
growth to aging. Insulin is a peptide hormone produced in the mammalian pancreas and insulin-like peptides are found in invertebrates.
Insulin is secreted into the circulatory system and interacts with a
receptor that is found on the surface of most cells. The insulin receptor mediates signals in response to external effectors and intracellular states by interaction with an insulin substrate protein (IRS-1
in humans). The substrate protein initiates phosphorylation that activates a kinase cascade (enzymes that add a phosphate group). An
important downstream target of the signaling cascade is a transcription factor that regulates the expression of many genes. From Caenorhabditis to Homo, this transcription factor is part of the forkhead
transcription factor family (FOXO).
The essential components of insulin signaling in C. elegans are
insulin-like ligands, the insulin receptor DAF-2, (encoded by daf2), the kinase cascade (PI3K, akt/PKB), and the FOXO transcription factor DAF-16 (encoded by daf-16). Insulin and insulin-like peptides constitute systemic messengers, which activate DAF-2. This
sets off a signaling cascade of sequential phosphorylation of regulatory proteins (e.g. PI3K and akt/PKB). When a downstream transcription factor, DAF-16, is phosphorylated, it does not translocate to
the nucleus, remaining instead in the cytoplasm [66]; this influences
the expression of many genes that, in aggregate, negatively affect
life span [66]. At low levels, or in the absence of insulin signaling,
DAF-16 remains unphosophorylated and translocates to the nucleus,
binding to many sites across the genome, and an ultimate effect of
altered gene expression is increased life span [67 & 68].
The range of insulin signaling effects on physiology stems partly
from interactions with other pathways, such as the intracellular TOR
(target of rapamycin) pathway that regulates protein biosynthesis.
Insulin and TOR signaling are known to interact to regulate growth,
metabolism and life span [69 & 70].

encoding an insulin substrate protein [16]. However, in a different study [17], flies with the same mutation exhibited neither reduced JH biosynthesis nor lowered levels of ecdysteroids [17]. The differences between these studies (Refs 13 and
16 versus Ref. 17) could be due either to the specific gene that
was mutated in the insulin signaling pathway (DInR versus
chico) or to genetic background. However, the only functional test in this series of studies (reciprocal ovarian transplants
between wild-type and chico1 females) showed that wild-type
ovaries produced mature eggs in chico1 females, whereas chico1 ovaries did not mature in wild-type individuals [17]. Thus,
the systemic factors necessary for egg production are present
in homozygous chico1 individuals. This also showed that the
effect of the chico1 mutation on egg maturation was confined
to the ovary (i.e. this is not a systemic endocrine effect; also
see Ref. [18]). In general, genetic evidence indicates that, in
Drosophila, at least one hormonal system (insulin signaling)
has an important role in the demographic cost of reproduction,
whereas the role of JH is an open question.
Naturally occurring genetic covariation among hormone
levels and components of the tradeoff between reproduction
and flight capability has been reported for artificially selected
lines of wing-polymorphic crickets [19]. In G. firmus, earlyage fecundity, the hemolymph ecdysteroid titer and the hemolymph JH titer were all elevated in adults of SW (short-wing)
compared with LW (long-wing) selected lines [19 & 20]. These
results indicate that hormones mediate this cost of reproduction
by linking positive effects of enhanced reproduction with negative effects on somatic function (i.e. ability to disperse). Even
more dramatic was the morph-specific circadian cycle in the JH
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Box 2. Reproductive system signals that affect the life span
of Caenorhabditis elegans: rethinking the rethinking
Recent studies of lifespan in C. elegans have given rise to the hypothesis that signals from the reproductive system influence longevity without significantly altering internal resource allocation [7]. For
example, RNAi suppression of insulin receptor gene (daf-2) function
(Box 1) from shortly after adult emergence through to the end of
adult life extended longevity, but did not alter fecundity; neither did
ablation of the entire gonad (germ line and somatic gonad) affect
life span [61]. These results are surprising given that removal of a
reproduction sink (i.e. egg production) for resources does not necessarily free those resources for somatic function that extends longevity, as would be expected from the traditional view of the Y model of resource allocation. Even more surprising, specific ablation of
only the germ line extends life span, whereas specific ablation of
the somatic gonad reduces it [61]. This work has collectively given
rise to what has been described as a new hypothesis regarding the
cost of reproduction: signals emanating from the reproductive system have a direct negative effect on survival, rather than the classic view that reproduction diverts energy from somatic functions [7].
However novel, this hypothesis [7] is consistent with earlier endocrine studies in vertebrates (i.e. testosterone as an immunosupressant) [4, 5 & 11].
There is an alternate interpretation of the cause of the negative effect of the germ line signal on survival. This signal depends
on the presence of a functioning insulin receptor (encoded by a wildtype allele of daf-2), an insulin signaling nuclear hormone receptor
(daf-12) and a functional daf-16, which is the downstream transcription factor controlled by the insulin signaling cascade [71] (Box 1).
In other words, the negative effect of signals from the reproductive system depends on a functional insulin signaling pathway, which
is known to regulate many aspects of metabolism. This observation
raises the question as to whether the mode of action of the life spandecreasing signal from the germ line is due to altered somatic anabolism. If this is correct, then there is no clear dichotomy between
signaling as opposed to altered metabolism as a cost of reproduction. The issue is complex and can only be resolved by functional
studies at multiple levels of biological organization in the context of
life-history trait variation.

titer [19 & 21]: on a daily basis during adulthood, the JH titer in
the LW morph rises above and then drops below the temporally invariant JH titer in the SW morph. This pattern suggests that
the hormonal control of a cost of reproduction is regulated not
only by the level of JH, but also by the duration of time that the
JH titer is elevated above some threshold.
These studies underscore the importance of extensive in
vivo characterizations of hormone titers in studies of the cost
of reproduction. Hormonal regulation is also an important factor in each of the four aspects of the cost of reproduction discussed below, as well a global organizer of the cost itself.
Intermediary metabolism and allocation tradeoffs
A core idea in life-history physiology is that the differential allocation of limited internal resources (the traditional “Y” model of resource allocation, Figure 1a) has a central role in the
cost of reproduction and other life-history tradeoffs [3, 4, 5 &
10]. However, until recently, little was known about the causal mechanisms involved, such as changes in the flow of metabolites through pathways of intermediary metabolism. Recent biochemical and metabolic studies on allocation tradeoffs
in wing-polymorphic crickets have provided detailed information about the functional causes of a resource-based allocation
tradeoff that underlies a key life-history tradeoff [4 & 22].
In lines of G. firmus artificially selected for the flightless (SW) versus flight-capable (LW) morph, early-age fecundity trades off with dispersal capability: SW females exhibit a
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Box 3. Mutation analysis of the cost of reproduction
One of the most important techniques recently used to investigate
the cost of reproduction is mutation analysis, a widespread approach
in contemporary genetics. A good example of the power and limitations of mutational analysis in the context of the cost of reproduction
is analysis of the INDY mutation in D. melanogaster.
An induced mutation (allele) at the INDY gene causes a surprising relationship among traits: homozygous mutant females exhibit increased longevity without lowered fecundity [72]. The mutation
circumvents the negative relationship between life span and reproduction. INDY encodes a tranporter that moves metabolites into the
mitochondrion and thus points to mitochondrial metabolism as a
contributor to the cost of reproduction in wild-type individuals. An
argument could be made from mutational analysis of lifespan that
there is no physiological, developmental, or other endogenous constraint that prevents the decoupling of reproduction and survival. For
example, there appears to be little, if any, survival cost of egg production in C. elegans [7], which implies that egg production does not
constrain survival. However, such arguments are problematic. Mutations of large effect such as INDY (and mutations in the insulin
signaling pathway), might disrupt the normal physiology of the organism so much that they result in an aberrant condition in which
constraints do not operate, or exert their effects, in a normal manner. In the case of INDY and especially the daf mutations (Box 1),
metabolism is profoundly altered and the normal consequences of
anabolism and catabolism are at least partly removed. The method of mutational analysis used to study the phenomena of interest
(costs of reproduction) might impact the organism to such a degree
that the pleiotropic effects remove normal trait relationships.

100–400% enhancement of ovarian growth and a 30–40% reduction in somatic triglyceride (flight-fuel) reserves compared
with LW females. Because both morphs consume and assimilate an equivalent amount of resources, morph differences in
somatic and reproductive reserves are not due to variation in
nutrient input, but to variation in internal allocation [4].
In vivo radiotracer studies in G. firmus demonstrate that the
LW morph diverts a proportionately greater amount of fatty acids and amino acids to the biosynthesis of triglyceride flight fuel
and a proportionately lower amount to the biosynthesis of ovarian protein compared with the high-fecundity SW morph [22,
23 & 24]. These studies show that nutrients flow differentially
through bifurcating pathways of metabolism in phenotypes that
differ in life histories, an important aspect of the “Y” model of
internal resource allocation. Morph-specific changes in pathway
flux result from large-scale changes in the activities of multiple
enzymes of metabolism [22 & 25]. This is consistent with theoretical studies of metabolism [26] and with results of laboratory
selection for metabolic efficiency in yeast [27], which indicate
that the activities of many enzymes must be altered to change
the flow of nutrients through a metabolic pathway.
Limited internal resources have typically been viewed as the
constraint that causes allocation tradeoffs [4]. However, endocrine studies in G. firmus suggest that hormonal regulation also
has a crucial role. A JH analog applied to LW females caused the
expression of biochemical (e.g. reduced triglyceride biosynthesis) and reproductive traits (increased egg production) typically seen in SW morphs [22 & 23]. Hormonal control of metabolic tradeoffs is not surprising, given the tight hormonal control of
flux through pathways of intermediary metabolism (see citations
in Ref. [25]). However, negative pleiotropic effects of hormones
vs. limited internal resources have often been proposed as alternate explanations for life-history tradeoffs [7]. By contrast, stud-
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Figure 1. Y models of the cost of reproduction. The traditional
“Y” model of resource allocation (a) is the framework of various lifehistory trait tradeoffs. Many models and empirical studies have been
based on this framework. Food input is shown at the base of the “Y”
and energy resources are allocated to reproduction versus the rest of
the body (soma). The apportionment to reproduction, at the expense
of limited resources available for the soma, forms the basis of the cost
of reproduction. In (b), a hypothetical role is shown for insulin signaling as an integrator of signals from the endpoints of the Y model. It
provides the information needed to adjust or maintain differential resource allocation to either reproduction or the soma. Signals about
food availability and input, as well as feedback from the reproductive
system and the rest of the body (i.e. soma) are represented by blue
dotted lines. Although the key role of insulin signaling in mediating the
relationship between survival and reproduction has been recognized
(e.g. Refs 13 & 54), this model emphasizes a different aspect of insulin signaling, which is to integrate and allocate resources. The cost
of reproduction is caused by insufficient energy being allocated to the
soma to protect it from damaging agents (e.g. pathogens, environmental stress, toxic metabolites, etc.).

ies in G. firmus suggest that variation in endocrine control interacts with metabolism to mediate differential allocation.
Analogous in vivo radiotracer studies in lepidopterans are beginning to identify the detailed proximate mechanisms of aminoacid allocation to egg protein biosynthesis [28, 29 & 30], resulting in new insights into the metabolic constraints on life-history
evolution. For example, egg production in species whose adults
primarily feed on nectar (i.e. primarily sugar) might be more constrained by their inability to synthesize the complex carbon skeletons that make up essential amino acids than by the availability
of nitrogen per se, the factor most commonly thought to limit egg
production in plant-feeding insects [28, 29 & 30].
Immune function
The tradeoff between reproduction and immune function is one
of the most intensively investigated aspects of the cost of reproduction, mainly in male birds. Several studies have documented that increased reproductive effort is associated with either increased susceptibility to parasitism and disease [31] or
decreased immune system function [4, 5 & 32]. Competition
between reproductive and immune functions for limited inter-
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nal energy reserves, or negative “pleiotropic” effects of reproductive hormones (e.g. testosterone) on immune function, have
been proposed as proximate causes of the cost of reproduction.
However, the mechanisms involved are poorly understood even
in the best-studied cases. Contradictory results are common [18
& 33], which might be due to the diversity of measures of immune function that have been used, variation in experimental conditions, or other factors, such as the physiological state
of the subject. Another concern is defining the “optimal” immune response [34], which, for example, makes it difficult to
determine whether an elevated immune response is adaptive or
maladaptive. Viney et al. [34] advocate defining an appropriate
immune response in terms of how the response affects fitnessrelated (e.g. life-history) traits, which is not usually done.
With the above problems in mind, there is evidence from
vertebrate and invertebrate studies that elevated immune function extracts a fitness cost [34 & 35]. Some evidence indicates
an energetic cost, whereas direct somatic damage by the immune response could also be responsible for the impact on
life-history traits such as survival.
Invertebrate model systems are ideal for investigating the
tradeoff between reproduction and immune function, including
measurement of relevant genetic correlations [36]. For example, a study of the ground cricket Allonemobius socius found that
an increased number of matings was associated with suppressed
immune function and decreased longevity [37]. Manipulation of
mating status and diet revealed that female D. melanogaster lose
immune function under conditions of food limitation, whereas
males exhibit reduced immune responses as a function of sexual activity [38]. Recent evidence suggests that pleiotropic effects
of JH link immune function and reproduction. In the flour beetle
Tenebrio molitor, mating was reported to cause immunosuppression (decreased phenoloxidase activity) by increasing the level of
JH [39]. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that JH
reduces immune function. However, a limitation of this study is
that the JH titer was not measured directly. Recently, behavioral
manipulation of honey-bee Apis mellifera workers increased the
JH titer (measured directly by radioimmunoassay) and increased
longevity, but decreased immune function [40]. Interestingly, in
this [40] and other studies [41 & 42], a higher level of immune
function was negatively associated with survival. Thus, the effect
of immune function on survival is likely to be double-edged and
contingent on both intrinsic and environmental conditions.
Drosophila male accessory gland proteins
In various insect taxa, male proteins transferred to females during mating negatively affect female fitness, thus constituting a
cost of reproduction [43]. The proximate mechanisms underlying this cost of mating are best understood in D. melanogaster. The main players are male accessory gland proteins (Acps).
Approximately 80 Acps are transferred to D. melanogaster females during mating, where they exert a range of physiological
effects [44 & 45]. Experiments using males from a transgenic line in which the main cells of the male accessory gland (the
source of Acps) had been ablated by toxin expression, showed
that Acps are largely responsible for the cost of mating [46].
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The effect of each of eight Acps on female survival was
tested by expressing the corresponding genes in transgenic females [47] and one of these, Acp62F, was shown to reduce
female survival. Acp62F encodes a protease inhibitor 90% of
which remains in the female reproductive tract after transfer
from males, but 10% of which enters the circulatory system,
where it could interfere with the normal function of non-target
proteases. Thus, a specific protein might be responsible for increased mortality as an inadvertent byproduct of escape from
the female reproductive tract. This could contribute to the cost
of reproduction by a mechanism that is independent of metabolism or regulation, the two mechanisms that are generally
thought to underlie the cost of reproduction.
Acp70 (sex peptide) is an important contributor to the cost
of mating [48]. The sex peptide, covalently bound to sperm, is
transferred to females at the time of mating. It is cleaved from
sperm [49], enters the female circulatory system and strongly
stimulates egg production in addition to suppressing female remating. It also stimulates the biosynthesis of JH [50] which is
thought to be the basis for increased vitellogenesis (yolk deposition) and elevated egg production after mating. The effect of the
sex peptide on females is complex partially because it appears
to involve modulation of a global endocrine regulator (JH) that
is associated with a range of physiological effects, including
altered immune function and metabolism. The interaction between Acps and endocrine regulation highlights the interactions
among the various components of the cost of reproduction.
In addition to being a model to investigate the cost of reproduction, Acps also show promise for investigating sexual
conflict, which has been defined as antagonism between the
evolutionary interests of the two sexes [51]. Sexual conflict
is an important new topic in evolutionary biology [52] with
profound implications for life-history evolution [53]. The relevance of Acps stems from the paucity of information about
proximate mechanisms underlying the evolutionary consequences of sexual conflict, the rapid increase in detailed insight into the mode-of-action of Acps and the possibility that
sexually antagonistic effects of Acps have evolved in the context of sexual conflict. Studies of Acps could thus link research on sexual conflict with that on the cost of reproduction.
Defense against stress and toxicity
There are two scenarios under which reproduction could result
in decreased survival after exposure to a variety of stressful,
toxic, or otherwise damaging conditions. The first scenario is
that reproduction results in direct somatic damage, causing increased vulnerability to environmental stress, toxins and other
damaging factors. The second is that reproduction drains somatic energy reserves (e.g. carbohydrate and lipid), thus limiting the energy available for biochemical systems that protect the body from damage. Some detoxification systems are
energetically expensive [54] and tradeoffs might be mediated
by “inadequate resource investment in somatic maintenance”
[54] given the costs involved in detoxification and resistance
to stress. Relevant stress and/or damaging conditions could include heat, cold, oxidation, starvation, extrinsic toxins, intrin-
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sic metabolites that have toxic (damaging) effects, endoplasmic reticulum stress, osmotic stress, and so on. However, only
a few studies, using D. melanogaster and zebra finches Taeniopygia guttata, have addressed directly the issue of whether
susceptibility to stress or toxins is a cost of reproduction.
Phenotypic manipulations in D. melanogaster have been used
to elevate egg production followed by monitoring adult survival
under stressful conditions [55, 56 & 57]. Two studies investigated
the effects of treatments known to stimulate egg production (i.e.
a JH analog, mating and live yeast) on subsequent survival under oxidative stress and starvation conditions using fertile wildtype strains and a sterile female mutation strain [56 & 57]. The
treatments decreased survival under oxidative stress and sometimes under starvation conditions in wild-type strains relative to
untreated fertile females. In a similar experiment, mating, or adding yeast, decreased the survival of fertile females relative to untreated fertile females when both were raised in a chamber with
high oxygen content; by contrast, sterile mutant females were not
differentially affected by the mating and added yeast treatments
(Y. Wang, PhD Thesis, University of Nebraska 2005). There was
also evidence for oxidative damage to proteins as a cost of mating (Y. Wang, PhD Thesis, University of Nebraska 2005). Oxidative stress damage to macromolecules is particularly compelling
as a candidate for a cost of reproduction partly because it is related to the free radical theory of aging, which posits that oxidative
damage to macromolecules reduces survival [58].
Manipulations of zebra finch brood size have been followed
by assays to monitor the effects on adults in terms of oxidative
stress susceptibility or antioxidant defense [59 & 60]. In one
study [59], brood size was manipulated by varying the number
of nestlings. Whole blood was collected from the adults and incubated with an oxidant that causes lysis of the red blood cells.
Increased lysis was reported as a function of reproductive effort of the adults, suggesting that the antioxidant system of the
adult bird was compromised. In another study based on experimental enlargement of brood size [60], the decreased activity of
glutathione peroxidase and superoxide dismutase (both antioxidant enzymes) was reported in adult females and males when
enzyme activity was scaled to daily energy expenditure.
Conclusion
Here, we have identified recent advances in our understanding of the mode-of-action of five key components of the cost
of reproduction (regulatory signals; intermediary metabolism;
immune function; accessory gland proteins as examples of reproductive proteins that potentially exert sexually antagonistic effects; stress and toxicity). These categories comprise upstream global mediators (regulation and metabolism, Box 4)
and downstream effectors of the cost. An emerging unifying
theme is the overriding importance of metabolism (anabolism
and catabolism) and hormonal regulation as key players in the
cost of reproduction (Box 4).
Proximate effectors of the cost of reproduction
The proximate effectors of the cost of reproduction include
compromised immune function as well as decreased defense
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Box 4. The “Y” network model of the cost of reproduction
We consider metabolism and regulatory signals to be key upstream
global mediators of the cost of reproduction. Systemic regulators of
metabolism, such as insulin signaling, could control energy allocation to somatic and reproductive functions. In other words, nutrient
sensing, nutrient input and feedback form the endpoints of resource
allocation (i.e. the soma and reproduction), are likely to adjust insulin signaling, which, in turn, modifies pathway input and output (allocation; Figure 1b, main text).
In addition, insulin signaling could interact with other pathways
of metabolism to mediate allocation. For example, TOR signaling responds to amino acid concentration and is part of the nutrient sensing system. It regulates protein biosynthesis and is a prime candidate to regulate allocation in conjunction with insulin signaling.
Importantly, insulin signaling is systemic and, thus, is most suited to
the role of the key integrator of signals regarding food, reproduction
and somatic state, and also to have the lead role in mediating the
cost of reproduction by controlling differential allocation.
In terms of the “Y” network model of the cost of reproduction,
there are signaling points at the input (nutrient sensing and food uptake) and at the outputs (somatic state and function, level of reproduction). Our hypothesis is that the cost of reproduction is mediated by differential energy allocation to reproduction or somatic
function under control of insulin signaling, which responds to signals of the three points of the network described above. This viewpoint differs from the hypothesis (Box 2) that signaling from the reproductive system reduces survival independent of metabolism. Our
interpretation is that the signals from the reproductive system (Box
2) are a means of communicating the appropriate level of energy for
reproduction and that the metabolic impact on the rest of the body
affects survival. The cost of reproduction is a function of metabolism
and regulation, or rather, the interplay between the two.

against stress. Reproduction might drain energy from somatic
stores, resulting in a decreased capacity to mount an effective
immune response or to produce enough protein, or other molecules, to protect against damage from stress and toxicity. Alternatively, reproduction acting through metabolism might be
damaging (e.g. producing damaging reactive oxygen species).
It is not clear whether altered metabolism causes the cost of
reproduction because of a shortage of energy for somatic
maintenance and defense, because of damaging byproducts of
metabolism, or because of a combination of compromised defense systems exacerbated by generation of damaging agents.
Future studies
An important recent advance in studies on the cost of reproduction is the identification of specific pathways that potentially underlie such costs. Examples include metabolic branch
points in lipid and amino acid metabolism [22, 23 & 24] and
the insulin signaling pathway [6 & 61]. One of the most important goals of future studies should be to identify and investigate additional pathways that are likely to contribute to the
cost of reproduction, such as those underlying innate immunity or detoxification of exogenous, or endogenously generated,
compounds that can cause biological damage.
Environmental variation and natural or laboratory populations should be included in studies on the cost of reproduction. For example, the INDY mutation in D. melanogaster (Box 3) exhibits a nutrient-dependent cost of reproduction
[62]. Food availability and input are likely to be among the
most important environmental influences on the cost of reproduction, and input is a crucial feature of the Y model of re-
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source allocation [4 & 63]. Selection studies using laboratory populations are important for putting mutational analysis of
the cost of reproduction in a population-genetic context. For
example, selection for extended longevity and late-age reproduction using D. melanogaster has resulted in decreased early
age reproduction in five out of six studies (summarized in Ref.
[64]). These results, produced by independent selection experiments, provide evidence for a general evolutionary outcome
whereby reproduction and survival are negatively correlated.
This genetic correlation is based on genetic variation that is
thought to reflect variation segregating in natural populations.
The robust negative genetic correlation contrasts with the observation that major effect mutations can “break” the cost of
reproduction (Box 3). In general, the cost might be due to an
evolved phenomenon ensuing from cumulative allelic effects
under selection rather than to physiological or structural constraints between the traits that can be decoupled by mutation.
Unfortunately, the genes that mediate the cost of reproduction
in laboratory or natural populations are currently unknown.
An additional challenge is to understand the extent to
which the players underlying the cost of reproduction interact
to exert their effects. For example, do insulin and TOR signaling (Box 1) interact to mediate differential allocation that controls the cost of reproduction?
Intriguingly, recent studies hint at an evolutionarily conserved mechanism underlying the cost of reproduction. If a
general explanation exists, then it might be similar to the hypothesis presented in Box 4 and Figure 1. Only time and future studies on proximate mechanisms of the cost of reproductions will enable rigorous tests of this hypothesis.
An increasing number of evolutionary biologists consider
detailed information on proximate mechanisms essential for
a better understanding of evolutionary phenomena, including
the cost of reproduction [4, 6 & 65]. Using West-Eberhard’s
analogy [65], if we treat a phenomenon such as the cost of
reproduction as a black box, then the players and processes
that inhabit it will be imaginary constructs that might have little connection to reality. We will never understand the consequences of the cost of reproduction on ecological and evolutionary processes, or how these processes shape “the cost,”
unless we understand its mechanistic basis, to the point of prediction about how the box operates in different ecological and
evolutionary contexts. Indeed, the devil is in the details.
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